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Here comes the best of the NG1 Trilogy,
the third installment NG1 I am Prepared
for You, with all that you have been
waiting for in a modern, epic, science
fiction conquest! The epicness reaches
higher, the actioness moves stronger and
longer, the awesome sauce is spread out
heavy everywhere covering all with
delicious excellence! Current TV shows
and newspaper articles dont present this,
this is true Americana in all its glory never
seen before! Read what great American
spirits have to say of it. Its the great
American detective Colombo who sadly
just entered the spirit world, I have met
some unsavory characters in the past. Some
I have had a little respect for, but really you
could say they all had some moral flaw in
them, to stoop so low to murder to solve
their problems. On the other hand the
character of the author who wrote this book
and the whole NG1 Trilogy is way in the
opposite direction of murderers. The author
is trying to help you not have someone else
pull one over on you! Look, it is nothing
personal, but Im going to stick with you,
right here, right over your shoulder, until
you buy the NG1 Trilogy, the complete set!
It is that important you read them, as
important as bringing justice to murderers!
As detective Colombo parks over your
shoulder he adds, Just one more question.
Do you really think you want to miss out
on the most important book event of the
21st century? Im just saying you could be
ahead of all the rest by reading the NG1
Trilogy! I can see you are a little upset and
I wont bother you any more with more
questions. Ill just stay right here over your
shoulder. I was talking with someone the
other day to find he did not even know the
new movie he just saw was a re-make of an
old movie. I saw the original and heard
what everyone had to say about it years
ago. After yawning at what he had to say I
told him just go back to the old movie
reviews and you can instantly find
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something to say that would make you the
life of the party! So says Einsteins ghost,
who has had no time line change affect on
him because of when the red eyed
computer chose to come back. Einstein
vigorously adds, On the other hand the raw
power of this book and the whole NG1
Trilogy reminds me of the awesomeness
and excitement of the first nuclear bomb!
The books new formula and fresh ideas
reminds me of the time I was developing
new thoughts and formulas! At amusement
parks they are coming out with all sorts of
brand new bright, colorful lights in many
shapes and forms creating something really
special and amazing to see at night. This
book and the whole NG1 Trilogy is similar
to these colorful lights in that it presents a
new combination of ideas in a colorful new
formula unlike anything seen before that
produces an amazing outcome to read! The
story is traditional American as much as
the red, white and blue banners on the
Fourth of July are with the explosiveness
and excitement that is similar to the
evenings fireworks! The ghost of Walt
Disney, who just shakes his head in disgust
at all that has gone on at Disneys California
Adventure Park. Disney Corporation has
gone from creating the only place so that
kids and parents can go on rides together to
building power lines right next to where
people sleep to try and win some fued over
park expansion! Wow, what kind words
from ghosts Im sure all respect greatly!
This book is the grand finally of the NG1
Trilogy where fireworks fly beteen all of
the combatants for hours on end until all is
settled once and for all! Who wins? Who
loses? It is all answered here in the best of
the three books that I hope you never
forget, never stop using as inspiration and
for creating your own battle plan, to
overcome all that is thrown your way in
life!
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